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Abstract� In this paper we analyze the fundamental aspects of the construction of indoor maps suitable for their
use in navigation tasks by a mobile robot We highlight the limitations inherent to the use of a priori maps We
show the fundamental problems related to the simultaneous construction of the map and the localization of the robot
within this map We describe an experiment with the use of a monocular vision system to build a vertical�edge�based
environmental map for robot localization purposes and discuss its results

� Introduction

Many robotic tasks� such as robot self�localization� require the use of a precise description of the robot environment
For this purpose� the robot is usually provided with an a priori map� obtained from the architectural designs of the
building� or even by hand �LDW��� LA��� HS��� The self�localization process compares scene information obtained
by some sensor or sensor combination� with the scene description given by the a priori map� and uses any discrepancy
to correct errors inherent to dead�reckoning This solution� although theoretically valid� proves unsatisfactory in some
cases for the following reasons�


 Maps are incomplete�
A map with su�cient detail may prove to be too expensive to obtain This may result in the map not containing
scene features that are detectable with sensors and thus potentially useful for tasks such as self�localization

� Maps are incorrect�
If a priori maps may lack information relevant to many tasks� in many cases they also include information that
proves to be incorrect This is very frequent in maps obtained from architectural designs� because they re�ect the
intention of the builders� but they may not precisely re�ect the �nal result If this is the case� sensor information
that correctly re�ects the scene features has to be discarded as spurious when compared with the incorrect map
In general this can be a big source of errors if� as a result� sensorial information is incorrectly interpreted It is
also frequent that initially correct maps become out�of�date as the scene changes due to many types of possible
modi�cations �wall additions and eliminations� inclusion of large objects� etc�

� Maps are imprecise�
It is di�cult and costly to obtain a precise a priorimap of the environment In most cases� the precision with which
the sensor is able to perceive the environment is higher than that of the map This has two negative consequences�
�rst� some potentially useful information may be considered spurious because the correspondence process is not
able to match it with any feature of the map� second� even if some sensorial information is adequately matched in
the map� the imprecision in the location of the corresponding features in the map will induce a systematic error
in the estimation process This makes the correspondence process discard correct sensorial information� and also
causes the estimation process to be less precise than it would be possible



Given that sensors may perceive the robot environment more accurately� the evident alternative is to have the sensor
build the map� rendering a precise and always up�to�date description of the scene In this work� we investigate the
limitations of a priori maps for mobile robot self�localization� and the fundamental issues related to automatic map
building using as example a monocular vision system for environment perception In section � we analyze the main
problems of building an environment using a monocular vision system mounted on a mobile robot In section �
we describe the mathematical tools that we use to represent and integrate uncertain sensor information Section �
contains the results we have obtained experimenting in map building using monocular vision Finally� in section � we
draw the main conclusions of this work

� Map Building using Monocular Vision

��� Stochastic Maps

Some robot tasks require the system to precisely determine both the location of environment features and the robot
location using sensor measurements of the environment This problem is a simpli�ed version of the structure and
motion problem� in this case we must determine the structure and re�ne the motion of which we have an estimation
�odometry� However� we are confronted with a rather di�cult problem� our estimation mechanism� the Extended
Kalman Filter� requires all integrated measurements to be statistically independent In this case� we wish to use a
sensor measurement to estimate both robot and feature location Thus� these two estimations will become statistically
correlated This has two fundamental consequences� �rst� each sensor observation must be integrated only once� and
thus� the estimation mechanism must integrate the observation to estimate the robot and the feature location at the
same time� and second information regarding these correlations must be maintained
An environment map where correlations between all estimated features are maintained is usually referred to as a
stochastic map �SSC��� If the amount of features is large� maintaining correlations is a computationally expensive
process in time and space�LDWC��� From a theoretical point of view� statistical correlation will exist Thus� although
costly� it is necessary to build and maintain the full stochastic map �CTS��� HBBC��� We make use of the SPmodel�
a probabilistic model to represent and integrate uncertain geometric information that is specially well suited to build
and update stochastic maps This model has been used for map building using laser �CTS���� and in this work we
show that it can also be used for map building using monocular vision� and thus also in a combination of these and
other sensors In section � we describe the �D version of the SPmodel and its application to stochastic map building
Further details related to the SPmodel can be found in �Tar���

��� The Correspondence Problem

Another fundamental problem in map�based localization is the correspondence problem In general� this problem
consists in matching sensorial information with environment model features that constitute the map In the case
of �D monocular vision� we must determine the identity of the vertical edges observed in an image with respect to
prior observations� as well as with respect to the built map When there is an a priori map available� this problem is
simpler� given that we always have the map as reference But when we are building the map� specially in the initial
steps� there is no reference to compare with� and this makes the correspondence problem error�prone
The solution to this problem depends largely on the type of sensor being considered and also on the type of envi�
ronment features that compose the map Some sensors� such as laser� and environment features� such as walls� make
correspondence a simpler problem to solve In the case of laser� the mathematical tools used in determining if a laser
point belongs to some wall are rather robust because indoor environments are structured enough to have very little
confusion on candidate walls for a laser point
This is not the case in the problem we study We extract vertical edges for monocular vision images and try to establish
a correspondence between the obtained projection rays and the features that constitute the map� wall corners and
door frames In this case� in indoor environments� for example corridors� there may be several corners visible and
potentially compatible with a projection ray of a single image Instead of determining each matching separately� which
limits coherence to a local match� we can decide some matching process that tries to maximize global coherence That
is� decide the matchings for all the projection rays of an image� so that they are globally coherent This may be done
in an iterative process by �rst accepting the most reliable pairings �projection rays with only one candidate corner��
integrating the pairings to reduce the robot orientation error� systematic to all projection rays of one image� and then
deciding the rest of the matchings This alternative can be implemented successfully �NHTS���� although it ignores
the fact that the images are taken at small distances� and thus information related to the pairings obtained for the
previous image may help decide the pairings for the next image For this reason� in this work we track the vertical
edges in the sequence of images that the robot takes as it moves �DF�	� CSSP���� which gives additional pairing
information that helps to reduce the complexity of the correspondence problem



In the next section we describe the mathematical tools that allow us to represent the imprecise location of a mobile
robot� map features and sensor observations� which are used to build and maintain a stochastic map of the robot�s
environment

� Representing and Integrating Uncertain Locations

We use a uncertainty representation and integration model� the SPmodel� in which a reference E is associated to the
location of any type of geometric feature The location of this reference with respect to a base reference is given by
a transformation tWE composed by two cartesian coordinates and an angle�

xWE � �x� y� ��T where� tWE � Trans�x� y� �Rot�z� ��

The composition of two location vectors is denoted by �� and the composition with the inverse is abbreviated by �
Thus� given xAB � �x�� y�� ���

T and xBC � �x�� y�� ���
T � their composition is calculated as follows�

xAC � xAB � xBC

� �x� � x� cos�� � y� sin��� y� � x� sin�� � y� cos��� �� � ���
T �
�

Similarly�

�xAB � ��x� cos �� � y� sin��� x� sin�� � y� cos �������
T ���

Di�erent geometric features have di�erent dof associated to their location For example� the location of a robot in
�D is determined by three dof� while the location of a point only by two The dof that determine the location of
a geometric entity are related to its symmetries of continuous motion The symmetries of a geometric entity E are
de�ned as the set SE of transformations that preserve the element For example� the symmetries of an in�nite edge
are the set of continuous translations �Tx� along the edge ��g 
� We represent the set of symmetries using a row
selection matrix BE � denominated binding matrix of the feature In �g 
� the binding matrix for di�erent types of
geometric entities are given
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Fig� ��� Representation of �a� a �D point �map corner�� �b� a �D in�nite edge �monocular projection ray��
�c� a mobile robot�

Since sensors give imprecise information� it is only possible to obtain an estimate of the location of a given geometric
element The SPmodel is a probabilistic model in which the estimate of the location of a given entity E is denoted
by �xWE � and the error associated to this estimate is expressed using a di�erential location vector dE� relative to the
reference associated to the element� so that the true location of E is given by�

xWE � �xWE � dE ���

Since the dof of dE corresponding to the symmetries of continuous motion contain no location information� we
assign 	 to their corresponding values We call perturbation vector a vector pE formed by the non�null elements of
dE  These two vectors are related by the binding matrix BE �

dE � B
T
EpE � pE � BEdE



The information associated to the estimated location of a geometric element E is represented by a quadruple LWE �
��xWE� �pE� CE � BE�� where�

xWE � �xWE �BT
EpE � �pE � E�pE � � CE � Cov�pE�

We denominate this quadruple uncertain location vector Note that the error associated to a location is expressed
relative to the feature reference E and not to the base reference W  In this way the value of the covariance is not
magni�ed by the distance of the feature to the base reference This guarantees that the covariance values have a clear
interpretation The use of the binding matrix also makes the representation non�overparameterized

��� Stochastic Map Building and Updating

The estimation of the location of an object or feature from a set of geometric observations is nonlinear� due to the
existence of orientation terms� and can be solved using the extended Kalman �lter �EKF� �Gel��� Boz��� In this case
we use the �D version of the SPmodel� along with the specialized versions of the EKF� to estimate the location of a
mobile robot and a set of environmental features from a set of partial and imprecise observations of these features

EKF state vector Let LWR � ��xWR� �dR� CR� I�� be the estimated location of a mobile robot Let LWMi
�

��xWMi
� �pMi

� CMi
� BMi

� represent the estimated location of a vertical edge in the scene �corner� door or window
frame��� where i � f
� � � � �mg The state to be estimated is composed of the perturbation vectors of the robot and
the set of vertical edges� which constitute the map features�

x � �dR p� � � �pm�T � P � �Pi�j �i�j�f������mg �

�
���

CR C��� � � � C��m

C��� C��� � � � C��m





Cm�� Cm�� � � � CMm

�
��	

where P��� � CR is the uncertainty in the robot location� Pi�i � CMi
is the uncertainty in the location of a feature�

and Pi�j expresses the correlation between elements i and j of x This scheme is usually referred to as stochastic map
�HBBC��� CTS���

EKF Prediction Phase Suppose that the robot moves from location R to location S� with respect to a global
reference W  This motion can be represented using an uncertain location as�

LRS � ��xRS � �dS� CS � I��

where �xRS represents the new location of the robot with respect to its prior location� �dS represents the estimated
error in xRS� and CS its covariance The error associated with this motion depends on the odometric system of the
robot The predicted location of S with respect to W �the new robot location� is obtained as follows� location vector
xWS will be given by�

xWS � xWR � xRS

� �xWR � dR � �xRS � dS

� ��xWR � �xRS�� �JSR dR � dS�

� ��xWR � �xRS�� �JSR dR � dS�

where JSR is the Jacobian corresponding to transformation xSR � �x� y� ��T �

JSR �

�
cos � � sin� y

sin� cos� �x
	 	 


�

The uncertain location of S with respect to W is given by LWS � ��xWS � �d
W
S � CW

S � BS�� where�

�xWS � �xWR � �xRS � d
W
S � JSR dR � ds � C

W
S � JSRCRJ

T
SR � CS

The predicted state of the stochastic map after the robot moves from location k of the trajectory to k � 
 is�

x�k��� � F x�k� �D d�k���

where�

F �

�
Jk���k 	���m
	�m�� I�m��m

�
� D �

�
I���
	�m��

�
� P�k��� � FP�k�F

T �DC�k���D
T



EKF Estimation Phase Let LRE � ��xRE� �pE � CE� BE� be a monocular �D edge� a partial observation of corner
Mk � M according to a monocular vision system ��g �� Assuming that observation E corresponds to model feature
M � we may use it to improve the estimation of the robot location� as well as the location of the feature itself In this
case� the state to be estimated is represented by the perturbation vectors of R and M � and the measurement by the
perturbation vector of E�

W

R R

M

E^ Ê

xWR
^

dR xRE
^

dE

xWM

Fig� ��� References involved in the integration of a monocular edge to the estimation of the robot location�

x � �dR pM �T � yk � pE

The EKF measurement equation� which relates the state and the measurement� expresses the coincidence between E
and M �

fk�x�yk� � BEMxEM

� BEM��xRE � xWR � xWM �

� BEM����xRE � dE�� ��xWR � dR�� �xWM � dM �

� BEM��dE � �xRE � dR � �xWR � �xWM � dM �

� BEM��dE � �xRE � dR � �xRM � dM�

� BEM��dE � �xRE � �xRM � JMRdR � dM �

� BEM��dE � �xEM � JMRdR � dM �

� BEM��BT
EpE � �xEM � JMRdR �B

T
MpM�

� 	

Intuitively� this implicit function states that if E is an observation of M � then their location must coincide� up to
symmetries Thus� the components of their relative location vector xEM not corresponding to their symmetries must
be equal to zero Since fk is non�linear� we use a �rst order approximation of fk�

fk�x�yk� � hk �Hk�x� �x� �Gk�yk � �yk�

where�

hk � fk��x� �yk� � Hk �
�fk

�x





��x��yk�

� Gk �
�fk

�y






��x��yk�

���

If we consider both estimations centered� we have�

hk � BEM �xEM

HR �
�fk

�dR





��x��yk�

� �BEMJ��f�xEM � 	gJMR



HM �
�fk

�pM






��x��yk�

� BEMJ��f�xEM � 	gBT
M

Gk � �BEMJ��f	� �xEMgB
T
E ���

where J�� and J�� are the Jacobians of the composition of two location vectors�

J��fx��x�g �
��y� z�

�y






y�x�� z�x�

�

�

 	 �x� sin�� � y� cos ��
	 
 x� cos�� � y� sin��
	 	 


�
� J��f	�xg �

�

 	 �y
	 
 x

	 	 


�

J��fx��x�g �
��y� z�

�z






y�x�� z�x�

�

�
cos �� � sin�� 	
sin�� cos�� 	
	 	 


�
� J��fx� 	g �

�
cos � � sin � 	
sin� cos � 	
	 	 


�

In this case we have�

BM �

�

 	 	
	 
 	

�
� BE �

�
	 
 	
	 	 


�
� BEM �

�
	 
 	

�
The estimation equations follow the general EKF formulation�BSF���� let �x�k��� and P �k��� be the estimate of the
state vector and its covariance after integrating the �rst k� 
 observations The estimate �x�k� of the state vector and
its covariance P �k� after integrating measurement �yk are�

�x�k� � �x
�k���
i � kihk � k � f	� � � � �mg � P

�k�
i�j � P

�k���
i�j � ki�HR P

�k���
��j �HM P

�k���
M�j � ���

where�

ki �

P
�k���
i�� H

T
R � P

�k���
i�M H

T
M

�
R

R �

HR P

�k���
��� H

T
R �HM P

�k���
M�R H

T
R �HM P

�k���
M�M H

T
M �HR P

�k���
R�M H

T
M �GkSkG

T
k

���

��� Tracking

In this subsection we describe the mathematical details of the tracking mechanism used to solve the correspondence
problem Tracking is used to estimate the motion of vertical edges in the image sequence �DF�	� GM��� �eg the
variation of location parameters and edge length� This estimation is used to predict where each edge should be
located in the next image� and thus solve the correspondence problem by choosing the edge nearest to the predicted
location in each case In this case the Kalman �lter is stated as follows� let �x� P � be the state to be estimated and its
covariance� let �z� R� be a measurement of x� the plant and measurement models of the system follow the equations�

xk�� � F xk � u

z � H x� v

Thus� given the estimation of the system state ��xe� Pe� at some instant� the prediction ��xp� Pp� at the next instant
is calculated as�

�xp � F �xe

Pp � F PeF
T �Q ���

where Q � cov�u� Given a new measurement� the new estimation of the system is calculated as follows�

S � HPpH
T �R

K � PpH
T
S
��

r � z�H�xp

�xe � �xp �Kr

Pe � �I �KH�Pp ���

Vector r is denominated prediction error or innovation� S is its covariance To determine whether measurement z can
be considered compatible with the prediction� a statistical measurement� the Mahalanobis distance� is used�



d � r
T
S
��
r

In the Gaussian case� the Mahalanobis distance follows a ��n distribution� where n denotes the degrees of freedom
�n is the number of parameters measured� Given a measurement �z� R�� whose innovation for a given estimation is
�r� S�� and given an acceptance level �� the measurement can be considered compatible with the state if�

d � �
�
n���

We consider three parameters in the identi�cation of each edge� the coordinates �x� y� of the middle point and the
edge length l Edge orientation is not used since only vertical edges are considered Given that we intend to determine
the variation of these parameters in the image sequence� in this case the state vector of the system is�

x �
�
x� �x� y� �y� l� �l

�T
Assuming that each parameter p is decoupled from the rest� and assuming also that its variation is constant� the
state equation for each pair �p� �p�T is de�ned in the following way�

pp � pe � �p�t

�pp � �pe

where �t is the elapsed time between the acquisition of an image and the acquisition of the next From the prediction
equation ���� we conclude that�

Fp �

�

 �t
	 


�
� F �

�
Fx 	 	
	 Fy 	
	 	 Fl

�

Given that in each image we can observe each parameter p� but not its derivate �p� from equation ��� we have that
the state and the measurement are related by�

Hp �
�

 	

�
� H �

�
Hx 	 	
	 Hy 	
	 	 Hl

�

To model the covariance of the state noise Q� we use the following discretization model �BSF����

Qp �

�
�t�

	
�t�

�
�t�

�
�t

�
�qp � Q �

�
Qx 	 	
	 Qy 	
	 	 Ql

�

Fig� ��� Robot trajectory according to odometry	 starting in the upper left corner	 and ending in the upper
right corner after full traversal� Ellipsoids represent the region where the uncertainty model of the robot
expects the robot to be located with a 
�� con�dence level�



Fig� �� Top left and right� �rst and last image of the sequence of images of the initial part of the trajectory�
middle� Image location of a vertical edge �corresponding to a scene corner� tracked over the image sequence�
bottom� estimated location of the corner after integrating all projection rays�

� Experiments

In our experimental setup� a Labmate robot is programmed to follow a path around a square corridor The nominal
position is given by the measurements obtained from the odometric system� as shown in �g �� together with its
associated uncertainty An approximate a priori map is shown in the �gure to give an idea of the scene� but it is not
used during the process It is well known that odometry errors grow unbounded� so when the robot returns to its
initial position �we have programmed it to visit the initial section of the square path twice�� error has accumulated
so much that the measurement is useless
At each step of the robot trajectory� a monocular image of the scene is obtained� and vertical edges� corresponding
to scene corners and door frames� are extracted using Burns� procedure�BHR��� A stochastic �D map of the scene�
consisting of �D points� is built and updated using these observations Correspondences between vertical edges in the
image are established by tracking them as described above Fig �� left� show the results of tracking one edge over
the �rst ten images of the trajectory
The sets of corresponding edges obtained by the tracking process are used to build and update the stochastic map
The �rst two projection rays are used to analytically determine the map feature location� and subsequent projection
rays are used to re�ne it The resulting estimation of the feature location for the set of edges is shown in �g �� right
Repeating this process for all the observations obtained by the monocular vision system along the trajectory� the
resulting estimation of the robot location at each point of the trajectory� as well as its uncertainty� is obtained ��g



��

Fig� ��� Estimated robot trajectory and stochastic map after building and updating a vertical�edges�based
map� Map features with high uncertainty have been observed few times and�or from nearby locations�

In general� tracking is possible during the straight part of the trajectory But when the robot makes a right turn� none
of the features previously observed are visible any more If turning motions are carried out in a smoother way� this
problem will disappear The system obtains a more precise estimation of a feature if it has seen it several times from
signi�cantly di�erent locations �map features with high uncertainty are seen only twice and from nearby locations�
Nevertheless� the system is capable of making use of the available information to produce an estimated trajectory
highly coherent with the environment geometry The fundalmental reason for this is that the main source of errors in
odometric systems are orientation errors Orientation errors in one point of the trajectory become position errors in
subsequent points �position and orientation become coupled� The information that can be obtained with a monocular
vision system is angular� and thus it allows to limit the e�ect of these orientation errors

� Conclusions

In this work we discuss the most relevant aspects of the map building process for mobile robot navigation We
describe an experiment where simultaneous localization and map building using a monocular vision system is carried
out Results obtained are highly satisfactory for localization purposes� the quality of the obtained map is low for
other purposes such as path planning� but the camera acts as a simple and precise robot localization instrument
Improvements could be obtained using a wide angle lens that would allow to observe more features from a given
location Additional constraints� such as visibility �the estimated location of the vertical edges should always be
within the range covered by the camera� may also improve the correspondence process The location of features in
the stochastic map far from the global reference will always be less precise than the location of those near the global
reference For localization purposes� we can build the map relative to the robot reference instead of relative to a
global reference
Building a simple vertical�edge�based map is su�cient for localization purposes However� if a more detailed and
complete map is needed for other tasks� the stochastic map should be built using a combination of sensors� such as
monocular or stereo vision and laser This is possible using the SPmodel� and it would make the system more robust
and precise This will be the subject of future work
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